the cheek. Case II is interesting in that sinuses appeared on both cheek and gingiva, possibly due to independent discharge of the two radicular abscesses. From a diagnostic standpoint, it would seem that facial sinuses of dental origin are often mistakenly diagnosed in the early stages, an infected cyst being the commonest initial diagnosis. Anderson stresses the paucity of information in dermatological literature on the dental aspects of facial sinuses and this is undoubtedly one of the main reasons for the frequent delay in diagnosis.
It is significant that none of these patients presented as a dental case initially.
Treatment can be either minimal, by the removal of the offending tooth, or radical, by additional excision of the sinus and its tract. Case IL illustrates that removal of the tooth alone may cause regression of the sinus, but the fibrosis will result in a dimpled scar, if left untreated. Thus, it is suggested that all such scars should be excised since they have a poorer asthetic quality than a planned linear surgical scar. Experience indicates that tooth extraction and sinus excision may be performed concomitantly, provided that an antibiotic is administered.
Summary.-4 cases are presented to illustrate the spread of infection from dental abscesses to the skin and they serve to emphasize the importance of early recognition of the possible associa-tion between face lesions and underlying dental pathology. It is advisable to examine the teeth in all cases of facial discharging lesions which persist despite simple measures of treatment as for any non-specific dermal abscess. Treatment by removal of the infected tooth, though often eliminating the discharge, will not always prevent disfiguring scar formation and surgical excision of the sinus is therefore indicated for esthetic reasons. Clinically, the case responded to simple excision of the tumour with no recurrence after two years.
STONES
Dr. Bodian, in discussing the pathology, said he had made use of special staining techniques in an effort to identify neurological or astroglial elements in the tumour, and also compared these sections with several controls including normal brain.
While the controls produced good staining reactions with the appropriate stains, no such reactions were obtained with the sections of the tumour. It was therefore concluded that the hypothesis of the origin of this tumour from ectopic retinal tissue could not be supported, and that this tumour should be regarded as a benign lesion in the nature of an odontomatous hamartoma.
[This paper will be published in full in the British Journal of Surgery.]
